
DIANNE FEINSTEIN CHINA SPY CARTEL SETS TESLA UP
WITH CHINA FACTORY DEAL

 

Dianne Feinstein and her family are owners and
beneficiaries of corrupt Chinese and Tesla funding deals.
Now they are moving to extreme overt ploys in their
obvious international money crimes.

As previously disclosed, the Tesla Gigafactory in Nevada is
so dangerous and deadly for workers, the environment
and operational logistics that Tesla can't do what they
wanted to do. Now Tesla has to do it's dirty battery work
back in unregulated China.



Tesla's Latest Aim: Build 500,000 Cars a Ye…
Still scrambling to sort out production problems at its electric
car factory in California, Tesla is taking on another big challenge:
building a vast new plant and development center in China.

Sehttps://nytimes.com/2018/07/10/… More results
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Tesla solar factory in NY caught in the crossf…
The Tesla solar factory contract was worth $750 million and is
considered a centerpiece of the "Buffalo Billion," a plan by the NY
governor designed to push the city's economy forward.

Sehttps://teslarati.com/tesla-solar-factory-gigafactory-2…
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Tesla China factory won't solve its challenge…
Tesla hopes that making cars in China will help supercharge its
sales. That's easier said than done. The US electric car maker
was given the green light this month to build a production center in
...

Sehttps://money.cnn.com/2018/07/19/technology/tesla-…
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Tesla buys land in Shanghai, China for factor…
Tesla, based in Palo Alto, California, announced plans for the
Shanghai factory in July after the Chinese government said it
would end restrictions on full foreign ownership of electric vehicle
...

Sehttps://foxnews.com/auto/tesla-buys-land-in-shangh…
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Tesla Will Build a Factory in Shanghai, Chin…
Tesla has reached an agreement with the Chinese government in
Shanghai to build a production facility in the city's free-trade zone,
potentially giving the carmaker a unique edge in the world ...

Sefortune.com/2017/10/22/tesla-car-factory-shanghai-c…
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Chinese lithium battery stocks surge as Tesl…
Shares of Chinese companies that make products
from battery testing equipment to electrolytes jumped in mainland
trading after Tesla said it will build its first car plant outside the US
in Shanghai.

Sehttps://scmp.com/business/china-business/article/21…
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Tesla and Panasonic  Corruption

https://electrek.co/2018/05/10/tesla-panasonic-partner-again-gigafactory-china/

